
Now
Available:

Can Capitalism
Survive?
By Benjamin
A. Rogge

Engaging, witty,
insightful essays by
the Distinguished
Professor of Political
Economy at Wabash
College. In his title
essay, Rogge considers
the question posed by
Joseph Schumpeter in
Capitalism, Socialism, and
Democracy: can capitalism
survive? Other essays ex-
plore the philosophy of free-
dom, the nature of economics, the business system, labor mar-
kets, money and inflation, the problems of cities, education, and
what must be done to ensure the survival of capitalism and free
institutions. Hardcover $9.00, Paperback $3.50.

Libertyftess LbeftyCkssics
We pay postage, but require prepayment, on orders from individuals.
Please allow four to six weeks for delivery. To order this book,
or for a copy of our catalog, write:
LibertyPress/LibertyC/ass/cs
7440 North Shadeland, Dept. 414.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250
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New from (AW—

two volumes in the
STUDIES IN SOCIAL DISCONTINUITY Series

POVERTY AND PIETY IN AN
ENGLISH VILLAGE
TERLING, 1525-1700
By KEITH WRIGHTSON and DAVID LEVINE
By focusing on one English village niques of analysis to assemble biog-
during the sixteenth and seven- raphies of a great many villagers
teenth centuries, this interdiscipli- which show how sweeping national
nary study illuminates the process movements were incorporated into
of social change in its varied di- the fabric of individual, family, and
mensions—economic, social struc- community life. Their in-depth por-
tural, demographic, anthropologi- trait of Terling is an example of the
cal, legal, religious, ' educational, making of the modern world,
ideological. The authors have sub- 1979, 224 pp., $17.00
jected a wealth of original docu- ISBN: 0-12-765950-1
mentary materials to new tech-

THE UNCOMMON MARKET
Essays in the Economic History of the Atlantic Slave Trade
Edited by HENRY A. GEMERY and JAN S. HOGENDORN
Proceedings of a symposium on the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade sponsored
by the'Mathematical Social Science Board of the National Science Founda-
tion and held on August 20-22, 1975, at Colby College in Waterville, Maine.
This collection of original essays to West Africa of slave exports,
represents an interdisciplinary ap- studies in slave mortality in the traf-
proach to the study of the Atlantic fie, a revision of quantitative esti-
slave trade. Bringing together the mates of the flow of slaves, the in-
work of historians and economists, fluence of imported goods on the
it explores in particular the quanti- structure of the commerce, a re-
tative aspects of that trade and its assertion of the importance of the
market organization on both sides so-catled "triangular trade," and
of the Atlantic. The fifteen papers studies both of the adoption of
cover such topics as a census of slave labor and the abolition of the
the trans-Saharan trade, commer- • trade,
cial organization and slave delivery 1979, 464 pp., $24.00
to the African coast and the market ISBN: 0-12-279850-3
structure there, the economic cost

Future volumes in the STUDIES IN SOCIAL DISCONTINUITY
Series are now available on a Continuation Order basis. Your
Continuation Order authorizes us to ship and bill each future
volume in the series automatically, immediately upon publica-
tion. This order will remain in effect until cancelled.

Send payment with order and save postage and handling charge.
Prices are subject to change without notice.

Academic Press, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers

111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
24-28 OVAL ROAD, LONDON NW1 7DX
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CAMBRIDGE
WORKERS' CONTROL IN AMERICA
Studies in the History of Work, Technology, and Labor Struggles
DAVID MONTGOMERY

One of America's foremost labor historians offers a collection of his
essays analyzing the recurrent-movement for workers' control over
the processes of production. Montgomery follows the phenomenon
from the period of rapid industrialization in the post-Civil War era
through the New Deal. He concludes with an examination of con-
temporary labor conditions, arguing that chronic "wildcat" strikes
and the spread of socialism to union leadership indicate that the New
Deal formula is no longer effective in insuring labor stability. '$13.95

THE ECONOMIC RISE OF EARLY AMERICA
GARY M.' WALTON AND JAMES F. SHEPHERD

A survey of the major developments in the colonial economy from the
early settlement days through the Revolutionary War. Walton and
Shepherd examine regional economic differences, trends in colonial
output, rates of growth, and important demographic changes, and
pay considerable attention to the role of mercantilist forces, the
expansion of shipping and trade, and the special significance of
overseas markets. Emphasizing the role of British capital in colonial
development, the authors conclude with an assessment of the ef-
fects of the Revolution and independence on shipping activity and
trade. Hardcover $19.95 Paper $4.95

ONE KIND OF FREEDOM
The Economic Consequences of Emancipation
ROGER L RANSOM AND RICHARD SUTCH

"This book provides a perfect case study of how institutional rela-
tionships in the economic sphere, plus the ideology that supports
those relationships, may serve to hold back technological progress.
It should be of wide interest to all those concerned with the develop-
ment of American institutions."—Journal of Economic Issues.

"Economic Historians will find the book and the underlying data discs
immensely valuable "—Journal of Economic History

Hardcover $21.50 Paper $7.95

SLAVE POPULATION AND ECONOMY IN
JAMAICA, 1807-1834
B.W. HIGMAN Now in Paperback $9.95

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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FALL BOOKS
recent publications in economics

Request the free subject catalog: Business and-Economics

ECONOMY AND SELF: Philosophy and
Economics from the Mercantilists '
to Marx.
by Norman Fischer,
x, 264 pages. S22.50
An examination of the relationship between philosophi-
cal and economic thought in the 19th century, Economy
and Se(f explores how the free enterprise theory of Clas-
sical Economy influenced and was in turn influenced by
the philosophical notion of alienation common in the
writings of the age.

METHODS FOR THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES: A Handbook for Students
and Non-Specialists.
by John J. Hartman and Jack H. Hedblom.
Approx. 400 pages. $29.95
This valuable guide has a twin purpose: It is both a text-
book providing students in the social sciences with a
step-by-step introduction to the theoretical basis and
practical application of the methodology of social
science research, and it is a handbook for scholars and
professionals, helping them better prepare and evaluate
research projects, grant proposals and social welfare
programs.

THE POLITICS OF ORGANIZA-
TIONAL CHANGE.
by Iain Mangham.
xii, 221 pages, tables. $23.95
Mangham argues for the use of a political viewpoint for
considering the behavior of organizations and for learn-
ing to act more effectively in a given employment situa-
tion. He outlines the basic processes which underlie all
behavior and discusses some of the implications of these
ideas for understanding organizational behavior.

MANAGEMENT AND COMPLEX
ORGANIZATIONS IN COMPARA-
TIVE PERSPECTIVE.
Edited by Raj P. Mohan.
xxxix, 273 pages., Tigs., tables. $32.95
Mohan has enlisted the expertise of scholars from Italy,
Yugoslavia, Japan, Poland and the U.S. to consider the
large-scale organization as the decisive institution in
contemporary society, whether of a Communist or
Capitalist type.

CHANGE AGENTS AT WORK.
Edited by Richard N. Ottaway.
xv, 169 pages, Tigs. $23.93
Contains nine case studies of organizational change in
the work place, written by practicing change agents—
those people who consciously assist an organization to
change recurring behavior.

MORAL REVOLUTION AND ECO-
NOMIC SCIENCE: The Demise of
Laissez-Faire in Nineteenth Century
British Political Economy.
by Ellen Frankel Paul,
•viii, 309 pages. $25.00
Paul discusses the motivations of the 19th-century eco-
nomists who turned away from laissez-faire as the
means to achieve a just and efficient economy.

INFORMATION SOURCES IN
ADVERTISING HISTORY.
Edited and Compiled by Richard W. Pollay.
xiv, 337 pages. $22.50
Designed to meet the needs of students of business,
economics, and social history, this work provides a
complete guide to resources on the history of marketing
and advertising.

Greenwood Press, Inc. • 51 Riverside Avenue, Westport, CT 06880

V v
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR READERS

Insofar as possible the Editors will select reviewers from among the read-
ers of the JOURNAL. They therefore request all readers to fill out and re-
turn this form to The Editors, JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC HISTORY,
Box 41, Administration Building, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
30322.

Name (last name first):
Address:

Institutional affiliation (if not in address) and academic status:

Areas of scholarly competence:

Languages (other than English) in which you have a reading proficiency:

Representative recent publications (maximum of five):
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THE

ECONOMIC HISTORY

ASSOCIATION

1977

DIRECTORY OF MEMBERS

Price: $2.50 to Members; $5.00 for Others.

Enclose payment with order and send to:

R. D. Williams, Treas., Box 3630
Wilmington, Del. 19807

? MOVING ?

Please send changes of address for the Journal of Economic
History well in advance of publication dates. To receive the March
issue inform the Business Office about the change by February 15;
the June issue, by May 15; the September issue, by August 15; and
the December issue, by November 15.

Due to increases in postal rates it has become necessary to levy a
$1.50 postal fee on members who did not send a change in ad-
dress form in time to be included in the regular second class mail-
ing and who wish to receive the issue which has been ransomed
from the U.S. Postal Service. Members will be sent notice of issues
thus returned to the Business Office.

Send changes of address to Secretary, E.H.A., Post Office Box
3630, Wilmington, Delaware 19807.

? MOVING ?
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Une societe passee au crible de la critique statistique

LA PREMIERE CEUVRE S Y S T G M A T I Q U E

D'HISTOIRE QUANTITATIVE

HlSTOIRE
QUANTITATIVE

de la Belgique au XIXe siecle
sous la direction de P. Lebrun

DIX COLLABORATEURS
QUINZE ANNEES DE RECHERCHES

UN MILLION DE CHIFFRES
UN SIECLE D'HISTOIRE

L'ceuvre complete comprendra dix tomes :
I. D'une histoire I'autre

II. La revolution industrlelle
III. La population beige (1830-1913)
IV. Le produit physique de I'economie beige (1830-1913)
V. Les relations economlques internationales beiges (1830-1913)

VI. L'itat et les finances publiques beiges (1830-1913)
VII. Monnaie et credit en Belgique (1830-1913)

VIII. Les moyens de communications en Belgique (1830-1913)
IX. Trois evaluations synchroniques du « produit national beige » (aux environs de 1845,

de 1880, de 1910)
X. Crolssance economique et developpement de la Belgique au XIX' siecle

Une masse de donn£es ont £t6 collectees, critiques — notamment pour en assurer
la coherence —, traitees sur ordinateur et analysers selon les regies scientifiques les
plus rigoureuses.

Leur publication permet la verification des analyses proposees et ouvre la voie a
de nouvelles recherches. Celles-ci etaient jusqu'a present irrealisables faute d'une base
documentaire accessible. Seul un travail collectif considerable pouvait la mettre a la
disposition du public.

Cette oeuvre a ete realis^e avec I'aide du F.N.R.S., du F.R.F.C. et est 6ditee sous
les auspices de I'Academie royale de Belgique.

Les volumes suivants seront disponibles en 1979 :
T. 11, vol. I Essai sur la revolution industrielle en Belgique (1770-1847), par P. Lebrun, M. Bruwier,

J. Dhont C\j, G. Hansotte; 16x24,^50 p., 1 cartehorstexte.relie'pleinetoile, 1180 FB.
T. I I .vol .2 Lesdebutsdelamachineavapeurdansrindustriebelge(1800-1850).par.4. VanNeck,

16x24, 750 p., fig., 5 graph., 11 diagrammes en couleurs, relie pleinetoile, 1450 FB.
T. V, vol. 1aet 1b'Le Commerce exterieur de la Belgique (1830-1939), par D. Degreve; 16x24, 1200 p.,

340 graph., relid pleine toile, 1950 FB (975 FB par volume).

Suivront :
T. IV, vol. 1aet 1b Le produit physique de I'economie beige (1830-1913),par / Gadisseur.
T. VI,vol.1 Les comptes economiques du pouvoir central beige (1830-1913), par / . Pirard.
T. VI I I , vol. l e t 2 Les chemins defer beiges (1835-1913), par M.Laffut.

Ces volumes peuvent etre obtenus soit:
- Chez votre libraire;
- A I'Acade'mie royale de Belgique, Palais des Academies, 1 , rue Ducale, B-1000 Bruxelles;
- Au Centre d'Histoire quantitative de I'Universite de Liege, Residence Dumont, 32, place

du XX Aout, B-4000 Liege.
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Malthus
William Petersen

"The best exposition of Malthus to be found anywhere."—
Robert Nisbet

Here is the first full and accurate exposition of Malthus's
thought, integrating his famous population theory with
his ideas on economic development and social structure.
Petersen provides an accessible exposition of Malthus's
economic theory, appraises his ideas on the birth-control
movement, and reviews population trends and demographic
theory over the last 150 years as a base from which to judge
Malthus's principle of population. $17.50

Crisis and Continuity
The Economy of Spanish Lombardy
in the Seventeenth Century
Domenico Sella
In the 17th century, savage taxation, misallocation of re-
sources in the cities, and a resurgence of feudalism in
the countryside—so it has been claimed—crippled the
prosperous Italian peninsula. Sella draws upon fresh
archival material and concludes that the crisis was an
urban phenomenon caused by th^ inability of the city
economies to innovate and compete in a rapidly changing
world. $18,50

Harvard University Press
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
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